Albina IDRIZI born in Tërnoc (valley of Presheva) from where she moves to
Gjilan as a child where she receives the elementary and higher education. She was
graduated from the University of Prishtina, for Albanian Language & Literature.
She published her first prose as a student of elementary school in 1980 in poetry in
the periodical of time until 1997 when she publishes her first selection of poems
for adults ‘Heshtje e mbarsur’ (Impregnated silence). In November of the year
2007 she publishes the book for children ‘Ëndrra me ylberë’ ( Dreams with
rainbows). In April of the year 2009 she publishes the novel ‘Hijet e kullave’ (
Shadows of the barrows). Welcomed by the readers and the critics as ‘one of the
books that makes history’ the novel was translated into Romian at the same year in
Bukuresht in cooperation with Cultural Communion of the Albanians in Romania
ALBANESUL. At the same year she is chosen to join the bilingual anthology:
Albanian and Romanian ‘templul Cuvantului’ (Temple of the Word). In April of
the year 2010 was published the book for adults ‘Dashuruar në diell’ ( Enamoured
in the sun), a summary of poems.
In Gembloux, the museum town in the suburbs of Brussels in Belgium, in May of
this year 2010, 40 th jubilary Saloon she is honored with the Silver medallion for
poetry by the European Academy of Arts.
Meanwhile, by the International e for the Association of Poets and Writers
PEGASI Albania, she is honored with special prizenfor the novel ‘Shadows of
Barrows’.
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From the Board for Culture, Youth and Sports of the town of Gjilan, in December
of the year 2010 she is honored with gratitude for her literary art.
In the same month in the framework of ‘Literary autumn’ of Gjilan she is honored
with the dedicatory literary party where many distinguished names of the Albanian
literature participate and promote their writings.
In 2011 she published selection of proses ‘ Pergamenë e gjallë’.
She is a member of the Association of Kosovo Writers, European Academy of
Arts, International Literary Association of Poets, Writers and Artists ‘Pegasi’
Albania as well as a member of the presidency of ARS Club’ Beqir Musliu’.
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